Scientific Games’ Jin Ji Bao Xi™ Named the Best Electronic Gaming
Solution at the 2019 G2E Asia Awards
Las Vegas and Macau – June 28, 2019 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ:SGMS)
(“Scientific Games” or the “Company”) recently won the category of Best Electronic Gaming
Solution (Slot and ETGs) for Jin Ji Bao Xi as voted by a panel of judges consisting of industry
experts from across the globe at the G2E Asia Awards.
“Jin Ji Bao Xi has been a tremendous success for us and winning in this category again this year
is the best recognition for the hard work that Scientific Games puts into developing games. We
are grateful to the organizers of the G2E Asia Awards for this honour along with the judges who
voted, the operators who put trust in Scientific Games through the years, and most of all, the
players who love the game and helped make Jin Ji Bao Xi the success that it is today. This award
inspires us to continue creating the world’s best gaming experiences,” said Damien Greig,
Product Director for EGMs – Asia for Scientific Games.
Jin Ji Bao Xi which translates to “announce good news and deliver happiness” is a multidenominational, symbol-driven linked progressive jackpot slot game that was uniquely designed
for Asian players. Released in December 2017 on the Dualos™ cabinet, the game has delighted
players throughout Asia. Jin Ji Bao Xi can be found in casinos throughout Macau, Philippines,
Malaysia, Cambodia and Singapore and will soon be installed in Vietnam and South Korea.
Jin Ji Bao Xi has something for everyone, with a multitude of denomination packs and jackpot
parameters to appeal to a wide variety of players. The latest introduction of a deluxe high-limit
denomination offering and standalone progressive versions, has seen the phenomenally
successful Jin Ji Bao Xi grow in numbers and strength as a product that appeals to both mass
market and VIP players.
Building on the popularity of Jin Ji Bao Xi throughout Asia, Scientific Games has released other
versions for the Australia, America and EMEA regions. Scientific Games also won in the same
category last year for the Company’s most successful linked product Duo Fu Duo Cai® 5
Treasures®.
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering
dynamic games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports
betting. Scientific Games offers the gaming industry’s broadest and most integrated portfolio of
game content, advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed
to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted

security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For
more information, please visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning
of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be
identified by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon
management's current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of
timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forwardlooking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from
those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other
factors, including those factors described in our filings with the SEC, including the Company's
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on
Form 10-K filed with the SEC on February 28, 2019 (including under the headings "ForwardLooking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date
they are made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal
securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forwardlooking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

